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Abstract—This paper introduces a framework for
systematic complexity scaling of deep neural network
(DNN) based MIMO detectors. The model uses a frac-
tion of the DNN inputs by scaling their values through
weights that follow monotonically non-increasing func-
tions. This allows for weight scaling across and within
the different DNN layers in order to achieve scal-
able complexity-accuracy results. To reduce complexity
further, we introduce a regularization constraint on
the layer weights such that, at inference, parts (or
the entirety) of network layers can be removed with
minimal impact on the detection accuracy. We also in-
troduce trainable weight-scaling functions for increased
robustness to changes in the activation patterns and
a further improvement in the detection accuracy at
the same inference complexity. Numerical results show
that our approach is 10 and 100-fold less complex than
classical approaches based on semi-definite relaxation
and ML detection, respectively.
Index Terms—MIMO detection, Deep Neural Net-
works, DetNet, profile weight coefficients.
I. Introduction
THE emergence of smart-phones, tablets, and var-ious new applications in recent years has led to
the dramatic increase in mobile data traffic, especially
mobile video traffic and other multimedia applications [1].
The developments underpinning Fifth Generation (5G)
networks aim to improve the network capacity, spectral
efficiency, and latency in order to accommodate these
bandwidth consuming applications and services. A key
technology for 5G is massive MIMO systems where the
base stations (BSs) of the cellular network are equipped
with tens, hundreds or thousands of antennas [2]. This
configuration further muddles the signal detection problem
for the uplink transmission due to the computational
complexity of the detector, which increases as the number
of BS antennas grows [3].
MIMO detectors have been extensively studied over
the last two decades [4], [5] with the view to improving
their detection accuracy and decreasing their complexities.
The Maximum Likelihood (ML) detector is known to be
optimal, but with prohibitive complexity [6]. The sphere
decoder (SD) provides near optimal performance, but
its complexity still scales exponentially with the number
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of antennas [6]. Optimization-based detectors such as:
semidefine relaxation (SDR) and approximate message
passing (AMP) have been proven to achieve near optimal
performance in some scenarios, but at the expense of
high-degree polynomial complexity in case of the former
and divergence due to iterative characteristics for the
later [7]–[10]. Finally, linear detection methods such as:
zero forcing (ZF), maximum ratio combining (MCR) and
minimum mean squared error (MMSE) [11], [12] have
the least complexity, with ZF and MMSE showing good
performance characteristics for massive MIMO systems
[13], albeit still having a gap in detection accuracy versus
ML detection as the number of receive antennas decreases.
With the explosive growth of data, computers are em-
powered with some “intelligence”, i.e., the ability to learn
from data inputs without being explicitly programmed.
This concept is known as “machine learning”. Deep learn-
ing (DL) is the next evolution of machine learning and
has already brought unprecedented performance boosting
in many fields: robotics, e-commerce, computer vision,
and natural language processing [14], [15]. It offers a
new paradigm for data-driven learning in problems that
cannot be expressed by tractable mathematical models,
or are challenged by algorithmic complexity. It is against
this background that some research groups in wireless
communications community have started leveraging on the
expressive powers of DL to find solutions to some physical
layer problems where analytic models cannot be derived.
Alternatively, when possible to have an analytic opti-
mization objective, the analytic expression is highly non-
convex and very-high dimensional, such that conventional
numerical optimization is computationally unfeasible [16]–
[18]. Some of the recent work on learning on the physical
layer involve channel coding [19], [20] and end-to-end
communications, and signal detection [21]–[23], where the
entire communications system blocks are implemented as
an auto-encoder for learning to reconstruct the transmit-
ted symbols at the receiver end. All these are limited to a
single antenna at the transmitter and receiver ends. More
recent works have involved MIMO detection through deep
learning. One of the earliest attempts is the work of O’Shea
et al. [24], who implemented unsupervised learning using
an auto-encoder as an extension of end-to-end learning
of previous attempts [22]. Channel equalization for the
nonlinear channel using a DNN was proposed by Xu et
al. [25], where two neural networks are jointly trained:























is trained to recover the transmitted symbols from non-
linear distortions and channel impairments. The second
is a multilayer perceptron (MLP), also known as the
fully connected neural network, and is used to perform
the detection. Multilevel MIMO detection using coupled-
neural networks structure is investigated by Corlay et
al. [26]. These DNN detectors, while being able to yield
performance improvements, they are still not capable to
utilize the combined effects of both learning and the
detection capability of the conventional optimal detector.
This is addressed in the work of Samuel et al. [27], where
a novel deep learning method based on ML projected
gradient optimization known as DetNet is proposed. This
approach is significant as it derives a learnable signal
detection architecture for multiple channels on a single
training shot with near-optimal performance and with
lower inference complexity. The work has been further
extended to handle higher digital constellations [28], where
the authors investigated the complexity-accuracy trade-off
as more layers are added. A similar approach by unfolding
belief propagation (BP) based on modified BP algorithms
(damped BP and maximum BP) presented recently by
Tan et al. [29] and Liu and Li [30]. Finally, beyond DNN
approaches, iterative data-driven massive MIMO detector
based on the projected gradient descent approach was
proposed recently by Imanishi et al. [31].
Overall, it is now well understood that making neural
network architectures deeper provides for better detection
accuracy than shallow learning approaches, at the expense
of significantly higher complexity and training time. This
creates the imperative for systematic approaches to design
DNN architectures with scalable complexity that can en-
able learning and inference on a range of devices such as
mobile devices, filters, multiplexers, etc. It is against this
background that DNN acceleration at both training and
inference becomes an active research area within the deep
learning community and has recently received significant
attention [32]–[34]. While many proposals have been put
forward for accelerated DNN training and inference in
computer vision [35]–[39], to the best of our knowledge, no
systematic DNN acceleration has so far been designed for
physical layer communications. In our work, we attempt
to cover this gap by proposing a complexity-scalable DNN
model for efficient MIMO detection.
A key challenge of most deep learning based MIMO
decoders is that they struggle to decode a message with
code length having a number of bits greater than 50
(M = 2n; n > 50). This tends to be addressed by
substantially increasing model capacity, i.e., making DNNs
substantially deeper. However, this increases training and
inference complexity and makes such designs prone to
over-fitting, thus making them extremely challenging to
train [34], [35], [40]. For example, it takes nearly 49 hours
(approximately 2 days) to train DetNet on a standard Intel
i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz processor and about 26 hours
on GPU.
In this work, we introduce the concept of monotonic
non-increasing profile function that scale each layer of the
NN in order to allow the network to dynamically learn the
best attenuation strategy for its own weights during train-
ing. By doing so, we introduce sparsity in the DNN, which
results in a significant complexity saving at inference. Our
focus is on DNN designs that unfold iterative projected
gradient descent unconstrained optimization for massive
MIMO ML-based detection. While methods of artificial
“suppression” of neurons during training are known to cre-
ate sparsity and can be detrimental to inference accuracy
[34], [39], we show that, by tuning these profile function
appropriately, we can provide a control mechanism that
trades off DNN complexity for detection accuracy in a
scalable manner. Our contributions are summarized below:
• We introduce a weight scaling framework for DNN-
based MIMO detection. Our approach is realized
by adjusting layer weights through monotonic pro-
file functions. The original DNN design is based on
DetNet, i.e., unfolding a projected gradient descent
scheme [27]. We term our proposal the weight-scaling
neural-network based MIMO detector (WeSNet).
• In order to allow for entire layers to be abrogated in
a controllable manner during inference, we introduce
a regularization approach that imposes constraints
on the layer weights. This allows for reduction of
the model size and the resulting computational com-
plexity with graceful degradation in the detection
accuracy.
• To improve the performance of WeSNet, we introduce
a learnable accuracy-complexity design, where the
weight profile functions themselves are made trainable
in order to prevent vanishing gradienst due to changes
in the values of activations. This improves the detec-
tion accuracy of the WeSNet at the cost of increased
memory due to increase in the model parameters.
• Finally, we present a comprehensive complexity anal-
ysis of WeSNet inference in relation to both DNN-
based MIMO detection as well as traditional detec-
tors. Our study and results show that under the same
experimental conditions, WeSNet with 50% of the
layer weights outperforms the detection accuracy of
DetNet while offering 51.43% reduction in complexity
and close to 50% reduction in model size. Further-
more, its detection accuracy is similar to SDR with
nearly 10-fold reduction of computational complexity.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
System model and the review of traditional MIMO detec-
tors are presented in Section II. The proposed approach
is introduced in Section III and extensions are proposed
in Section IV. Simulations and complexity results are
presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII summarizes
and concludes the paper.
II. System Model and Review of MIMO
Detectors
Consider a communications system with Nt transmit
and Nr receive antennas. The received signal is modelled
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using a standard MIMO channels equation as
ȳ = H̄s̄+ n̄ (1)
where the received complex symbol vector is: ȳ ∈ CNr×1,
and the corresponding transmitted symbol vector, is s̄ ∈
CNt×1. H̄ ∈ CNr×Nt is Rayleigh fading channel matrix and
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector n̄ ∈
CNr×1 with zero mean and variance σ2. For convenience
and ease of implementation, the channel model is redefined


















With this representation, (1) can be expressed in terms
of real-valued vectors and matrix as
y = Hs+ n (3)
Below, we briefly summarize the four MIMO detectors
that form our performance benchmarks.
A. Maxim Likelihood-detector (ML-detector)
The ML detector is known as the optimal detector [7].
However, finding the estimated symbols involves searching
over all the possible transmitted digital symbols of |M|Nt
vectors (where M is the size of the modulated symbol
and Nt is number of transmit antennas). Therefore, the
complexity of this detector grows exponentially with the
number of transmit antennas and the modulation order
(constellation size), and quickly becomes impractical in
real systems. ML-detector minimizes the Euclidean dis-
tance between the received and the transmitted symbols















α = 0 for ZF. The transmitted symbol in ZF is affected
by the presence of colored noise and leads to performance
degradation. On the other hand, MMSE suppresses the
noise enhancement as shown in (5), but assumes knowl-
edge of the noise variance.
C. Optimization Based Detector
Typical optimization based detectors are based
on quadratically constrained quadratic programming
(QCQP) to provide detection at lower computational cost
than an ML detector [41]. Equation (4) can be written as
min
s∈S, s∈R2Nt×1
(HTHs− 2sTHTy + ‖y‖2)
s.t. s ∈ S,∀si ∈ {1, ..., 2Nt}
(6)
This can be can be made convex via semidefinite relaxation




s.t. diag(X) = I










; X = sTs
The difficulty of solving (7) lies with the rank-1 con-
straint (nonconvex constraint). To solve this, the rank-
1 constraint is dropped, thus reducing the problem to a





s.t. diag(X) = I
X(2Nt + 1, 2Nt + 1) = 1
X  0
(8)
To make sure the resulting solution obeys the rank con-
straints of the original problem, the above optimization is
typically followed by the randomization iterations [41].
D. Deep MIMO Detector (DetNet)
Most relevant to our work is the detector that uses a
DNN architecture [27], [28]. The unique property of this
detector is its ability to scale for higher dimension signals
[28]. Learning that leads to good detection is achieved by
finding a set of parameters Φ that minimize the difference




E{L(s; ŝ(H, y) : Φ)} (9)
where L(·) is the error loss function defined over s and y.
Equation (9) is the solution to ML detector. Based on it,
the architecture of the DetNet is designed such that the
estimated symbols parametrized by α are
{ŝ(H, y) : Φ} =
{
Loss function
yH 7→ {Constellation Vector}Nt
(10)
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The estimate of the received symbols can be obtained
from a trained neural network by an update rule using
an iterative projected gradient descent formulation [28].
For a function defined by f(x, y), the estimate of x and y
over r-th layers can be found from gradient descent using
the following update rule:








where η is the learning rate. By the same argument, the
gradient descent optimization of (4) can be expressed as






Expanding (12), we obtain:
ŝr+1 = ŝr − 2ηrHTy + 2ηrHTHŝr (13)
With HTy, HTH and s as inputs and the application
of some nonlinearity, (13) is converted to a muli-layer
perceptron also known as fully connected NN defined by
the following equations
v = Wx + b
z = Ω(v) (14)
where x is the input, W is the layer/channel weight, b the
bias, y is the layer output and Ω(·) is some non-linearity.
We can write the NN equivalent model of (13) as
ur = Θ(W1rx + b1r) (15)
where:
xr = Π(HTy, HTHsr, sr, ar) (16)
ŝr+1 = Ψ(W2rur + b2r) (17)
âr+1 = W3rur + b3r (18)
Π(·) is the concatenation function, Wr, W2r and W3r
are the weights of the input, detection and auxiliary
layers, ar is auxiliary input, Θ(·) and Ψ(·) are nonlinear
and piece-wise linear sign functions, respectively. These
equations represent a single layer of DetNet. The trainable
parameters that are optimized during training are defined
by
Φ = (W1r, W2r , W3r, b1r, b2r, b3r)Lr=1 (19)
III. Proposed Weigh-Scaling Neural-Network
based MIMO Detector (WeSNet)
A. Weight Scaling Vector Coefficient (WSVC)
A WSVC is computed by applying monotonically non-
increasing coefficients (known as profile function coeffi-
cients) to the layer weights during the forward propaga-
tion. This results in prioritizing the selection of the layer
weights in decreasing fashion from the most significant to
least significant. Mathematically, for two given vectors,
x = [x1,x2, . . . ,xN ]T and y = [y1, y2, . . . , yN ]T , if
β is the vector of the profile coefficients, WSVC is the
pruned version of the form
N∑
i=1
βixiyi = β1x1y1 + β2x2y2, ... + βNxNyN (20)
In a standard fully connected NN, the output of the feed




Wjixi + bj (21)
where i and j are the input and output dimensions (size of
the neurons) respectively; xi is the i-th input components,
Wji is the channel or layer weight corresponding to the
jth output and bj is the output bias. The corresponding




βiWjixi + bj (22)
Fig. 1 shows the difference between the feed forward
computations of a layer of an MLP and the MLP aug-
mented by WSVC. The part of the WSVC corresponding
to significant layer weights is indicated by the light colored
shaded region on the bottom-right side of the figure. The
example shows that, via the WSVC, we can compute and
use only one-third of the channel/layer weights out of the
N layer dimension, as the remaining two-thirds of the
weights are attenuated and can be dropped.
B. Weight Coefficient Profile Function
We begin by introducing two non-increasing monotonic
profile functions (Linear and Half-Exponential functions)
for the weight coefficients [39].
1) Linear Profile Function: The profile function coeffi-




; ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , N (23)
where N is the layer size.
2) Half-Exponential Profile Function: This function at-
tenuates coefficients corresponding to half of the channel
via an exponential decay function. The implication of this
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Fig. 1: WSVC in a single layer of an MLP allowing for attenuated
layer weights to (optionally) be dropped.
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Fig. 2: Profile Coefficients vs Layer Weights used.
flow such that important weights are retained in the non-
attenuated half of each layer and the less important ones
in the exponentially-attenuated half.
βi =
{








The profile functions are shown in Fig. 2.
C. Structure of the WeSNet-Detector
WeSNet is a nonlinear estimator designed by unfold-
ing the ML metric using a recursive formulation of the
projected gradient descent optimization. Our proposed
detector applies the profile coefficients on the existing
DetNet. Such a modification reduces the computational
complexity for training the detector. We apply profile



















(a) Single r-th layer WeSNet-detector.
Detected Symbols







Input Layer Ist Sub-Layer (a) 
2nd Sub-Layer (b)
3rd Sub-Layer (c)
Number of Layers = 3Nt
Single Layer
3Nt Layers
(b) Single Layer WeSNet Architecture.
Fig. 3: WeSNet Model Architecture
linear WSVCs over i-th and j-th inputs of the r-th layer











β3r(j)W3r(kj)ur(j) + b3r(k) (26)
where j and k are the outputs of the first and third sub-
layers respectively, while N and M are their corresponding
sizes.
WeSNet has 3Nt layers with each layer having three sub-
layers, the input layer, the auxiliary and the detection
layer. The layer weights of the last sub-layer (detection
layer) described by (17) is not scaled in order to maintain
the full dimension of the detected symbols as originally
transmitted. The flowchart of a single layer WeSNet based
on the (17), (25) and (26) is shown in Fig. 3(a). The
complete architecture of the WeSNet is shown in Fig.
3(b). Since the error estimation of the ML-detector does
not require the knowledge of the noise variance, the loss
function of WeSNet is derived as the weighted sum of the
detector’s errors normalized with the loss function of the
standard linear inverse detector (ZF) [27] as
6







IV. Introducing Robustness through
Regularized WeSNet (R-WeSNet)
Regularization in machine learning is the technique of
imposing some penalty on the weights of a model in order
to avoid overfitting. Common regularizing operators are
the L1 and L2 norms [42]. Both are used to increase the
robustness against collinearity between the prediction and
the ground truth by adding some additional constraints
to the cost function being minimized. The choice of reg-
ularization is specific to the type of task, but for most
deep learning architectures, the L2 norm is the preferred
candidate.
A. Motivation
In this work, in addition to providing stability to the
learning algorithm, regularization also allows for scalable
model size reduction during inference. Given that our aim
is to introduce sparsity so that layers (and parts of layers)
with few non-zero coefficients can be removed to scale
complexity, we propose the use of the L1 norm. The choice
of L1 is explained by the geometry depicted in Fig. 4. For
simplicity, suppose two parameters W1 and W2 are defined
by some contour S. Then, L1 and L2 can be expressed as
L1 : λ|W1|+ λ|W2| ≤ S
L2 : λW 21 + λW 22 ≤ S
The system in Fig. 4 is hypothesized by problem space
H, whose solution is the set of points where the curve
meets the constraints. The solution corresponding to the
L2 norm is represented by the circle, whose solution lies
tangential to any point on its circumference (see Fig.
4b). This means that L2 has a closed form solution. On
the other hand, for L1, the only feasible solutions are
constrained to the axes (i.e corners), as shown by the
diamond shape in Fig. 4a. For example, the value of W1 is
obtained when W2 = 0. This means that the influence
of W2 in the solution is limited, which forces some of
the coefficients to be zero and leads to sparsity. For high
dimensional space, many coefficients will be exactly zero.
This unique property of L1 makes it more appealing and
robust than L2, as well as a better candidate for feature
selection [43].
B. Proposed Loss Function
Following this motivation, the loss function of (27) is
modified such that an L1 penalty term is imposed on the
weights:








where λ is the regularization parameter that controls the










Fig. 4: L1 and L2 Regularizations for two Parameters. [43]
is the function of layer weights with respect to the neuron













βkrWkr ∀ k = 1, . . . , lsublayers (30)
r = l is the initial layer from which the penalty is
imposed
k is the number of sub-layers
lsublayers is the number of sub-layer in each layer block and
is one of the profile functions of (23) and (24).
In the proposed loss function of (29), we opt for the
logarithm function in order to: (i) avoid the β profile
functions converging into the constant unity function and
(ii) prevent gradient explosion, i.e., having the logarithmic
decay act as a regularizer [44], [45]. Together with the
use of the L1 norm, these two aspects enforce sparsity
in the network weights corresponding to the lowest part
of the β profile functions when the regularization pa-
rameter (λ) is adequately large [35]. In this way, the
model size can be scaled down by expunging some layers
deterministically during inference, which reduces memory
and computational requirements during model deployment
with graceful degradation in detection accuracy.
C. WeSNet with Learnable Weight Profile Coefficients (L-
WeSNet)
To improve the robustness of the WeSNet against
vanishing gradients and possible gradient explosion, the
weight profile functions themselves are made trainable
parameters, whose values are optimized during the net-
work training process. This allows for significantly wider
exploration of appropriate scaling functions than the pre-
determined profile functions presented earlier, albeit at
the expense of computational complexity during training.
To achieve this, (19) is modified to include profile weight
functions as learned parameters.
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TABLE I: Matrix-vector floating point operations [46]
.
Expression Description Multiplications Summations Total Flops
αa Vector Scaling N N
αA Matrix Scaling MN MN
Ab Matrix-Vector Prod. MN M(N − 1) 2MN −M
AB Matrix-Matrix Prod. MNL ML(N − 1) 2MNL−ML
AD Matrix-Diagonal Prod. MN MN
aHb Inner Prod. N N − 1 2N − 1




2 +N(M − N2 )−
N
2
‖A‖2 Euclidean norm MN MN − 1 2MN − 1









3 +N2 +N Including N roots
TABLE II: MIMO detectors’ complexity per symbol slot time.























ML |S|Nt (8N2t + 8Nt − 2)
SDR
(
13N3t + 25N2t + 17Nt + 4
)
Niterations [7], [47]
WeSNet [(βNt(128Nt + 5) + 9Nt)]L, L = number of layers
DetNet [(Nt(128Nt − 2))]L
Φ̃ = (W1r, W2r , W3r, b1r, b2r, b3r, βr)Lr=1 (31)
It is important to note that the monotononicity during
training and gradient update is maintained by the shape
of the functions of (23) and (24).
V. Complexity Analysis
WeSNet is a truncated version of DetNet, and the
detection is performed at the inference layer (see Fig. 3(b))
by feed forward computation and subsequent application
of the soft sign activation function. The computational
cost of WeSNet inference is derived based on the cost of
operations of an MLP (please see Appendix A for the
details). Our proposed model has 90 layers formed by
stacking block of layers, each consisting of three layers
DNN. The propagation error is found by computing the
derivative of the cost function with respect to the parame-
ters in each block. The computational complexity is specif-
ically measured by the number of operations based on the
detector’s model. Suppose A ∈ CM×N and B ∈ CN×L
are arbitrary matrices. D ∈ CM×N is a diagonal matrix,
a, b ∈ CN×1 and c ∈ CM×1 are arbitrary vectors and
Q ∈ CN×N is positive definite. The required number of
FLOPs operations of the standard algebraic expressions
of interest to this work are summarized in Table I.
We use the previous equations and the complexity of the
feed-forward inference formulation as detailed in Appendix
A to compute the number of floating point operations of
each MIMO detector. Our results are summarized in Table
II, and correspond to the following standard assumptions:
1) One addition, subtraction of a real number is equal
to one computational operation.
TABLE III: Simulation settings
Parameters Values
First Sublayer Dimension 8Nt = 240
Second Sublayer Dimension Nt = 30
Third Sublayer Dimension 2Nt = 60
Number of Layers L = 3Nt = 90




Training SNR range 8dB - 14dB
Test SNR range 0dB - 15dB
Optimizer SGD with Adam
Learning Rate 0.001
Weight Initializer Xavier Initializer
Number of Training Iterations 25000
Number of Monte Carlo during inference 200
2) One multiplication of a complex number is equiva-
lent to four real number multiplications and two real
number addition.
3) One addition or subtraction of a complex number is
equivalent to two real number additions.
4) One division of a complex number is is equivalent to
eight real number multiplications and four additions.
Since only a certain fraction of the inputs are used to com-
pute the layer weights of WeSNet and R-WeSNet, most
of the operations involved in the feed-forward computa-
tions are either sparse vector-matrix multiplication and/or
sparse matrix-matrix multiplication. We can evaluate the
asymptotic complexity as follows; β1rW1r, β2rW2r and
β3rW3r for detecting a single received symbol are com-




r=1 u1r + s2r + a3r
)
= O(n3 + n2) = O(n3).
VI. Simulation and Numerical Results
In this section, we present the experimental setup and
the performance of the WeSNet under different profile
functions and their trainable versions. Amongst deep
learning based MIMO detectors, DetNet achieves the best
complexity-accuracy performance and also forms the basis
of our proposal. Therefore, we deploy and benchmark
WeSNet against DetNet, but also present performance
comparisons against other classical detectors.
A. Simulation Setup
WeSNet is implemented in Tensorflow 1.12.0 [48] with
python 3.6.7. Since deep learning libraries only support
real number computations, we use real-valued representa-
tion of the random signals and fading channel to generate
the training and test datasets. The detector is evaluated
under the condition of 30 transmit and 60 receive antennas
(60, 30). To ensure a fair comparison with the benchmark
model, we use the same simulation settings, which are
summarized in Table III. The classical detectors against
which we further juxtapose the performance of our pro-
posed scheme are:
1) Linear detectors (ZF and MMSE) implemented
based on [10].
2) The optimal detector (ML) and optimization based
detector (SDR) based on relaxed semidefinite pro-
gramming as proposed in [8] and [47] respectively.
3) The deep learning based MIMO detector as proposed
by Samuel et al. [27]
B. Training
The training dataset is stochastically generated from
random normal distribution drawn from BPSK constel-
lation s ∈ {±1}NT , a random white Gaussian noise from
a uniform distribution over a wide range of SNR values
U(8dB - 14dB) and the corresponding received symbols
are generated from the standard wireless channel model.
Similarly, the test dataset is generated using a uniform
random white Gaussian noise over U(0dB - 15dB). We
train the model for 25000 iterations with 5000 batch size
for each iteration on a standard Intel i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40
GHz processor and use Adam Optimizer [15] for gradient
descent optimization. It takes between 17-19 hours to
train WeSNet with 20% and 50% profile weight coefficients
respectively. As described in Section II, we assume an
unknown noise variance and therefore generate the noise
vector from a random uniform distribution over the train-
ing SNR values U(SNRmin,SNRmax). This allows the
network to learn over a wide range of SNR conditions.
C. Performance of a WeSNet Realization with Half-
Exponential and Linear Profile Functions
Fig. 5 shows the performance of WeSNet with the half-
exponential (WeSNet-HF) and linear (WeSNet-L) profile

























Fig. 5: BER comparison of the proposed DNN MIMO Detectors
(WeSNet-HF, WeSNet-L), DetNet, ZF, MMSE, SDR and ML.















) DetNet BER at 12dB
DetNet ABER at 14dB
WeSNet-HF (at 12 dB)
WeSNet-L (at 12 dB)
WeSNet-HF (at 14 dB)
WeSNet-L (at 14 dB)
Fig. 6: BER vs Percentage Weight Profile Coefficients for WeSNet.
functions of (23) and (24) when retaining increased per-
centage of inference layers (as marked in the corresponding
legends). The benchmarks comprise DetNet, ZF, MMSE,
SDR and ML detectors. Both linear and half-exponential
profile WeSNet have comparable performance at lower
SNR and profile coefficients between 20% - 30% of the
layer weights. As expected, the addition of more profile
coefficients increases WeSNet’s detection accuracy, but
performance saturates after 60% of the coefficients. How-
ever, we observe an appreciable difference at higher SNR
as more profile weight coefficients are added. At 10−3
BER, WeSNet can be trained with only 10% of the layer
weights and still outperforms ZF and MMSE by 1.68dB
and 0.79dB respectively. Overall, WeSNet with only 20%
of the layer weights (WeSNet-HF-20%) achieves virtually
the same performance as our benchmark model (DetNet).
In fact, with 50% profile weight coefficients (WeSNet-
HF-50%), WeSNet outperforms DetNet, producing the
accuracy of symbol detection equivalent to SDR. This
9







































Fig. 7: Performance comparison of R-WeSNet, L-WeSNet trained
with 50% profile weight coefficients as a function of layers, WeSNet-
HF-50%, WeSNet-HF-20% and DetNet detectors.









R-WeSNet at 12dB 
R-WeSNet at 14dB 
R-WeSNet at 15dB 









L-WeSNet-50% at 12dB 
L-WeSNet-50% at 14dB 
L-WeSNet-50% at 15dB 
Fig. 8: BER for R-WeSNet-HF and L-WeSNet vs number of layers.
gain is an experimental validation that weight profile func-
tions also act as regularizers, i.e., beyond their sparsity-
enforcing property, they also avoid overfitting when the
model size grows.
In Fig. 6, we show the performance of the WeSNet-
HF and WeSNet-L parametric to the utilized layer weight
profile coefficients at 12dB and 14dB SNRs. Both out-
perform DetNet and WeSNet-HF surpasses the WeSNet-L
at high SNR. For example, at 14dB and 10−5 BER, it
has gain margin of 0.312dB over the WeSNet-L. We also
observe that the BER at 12dB and 15dB SNR improves as
more profile coefficients are added, but saturates at 50%
due to weight saturation. This illustrates that, with the
addition of profile weight coefficients, at higher SNR the
size of the WeStNet can be scaled down during training
by almost 40%-50% and still achieve almost identical
detection accuracy to the full architecture that retains
100% of the weights during training.
















Fig. 9: Performance comparison of L-WeSNe, WeSNet, DetNet and
ML detectors.
D. Performance Evaluation of R-WeSNet
To examine in more detail the performance of our
approach against the “direct” approach of removing en-
tire layers by enforcing penalty on the weights through
L1 regularization, Fig. 7a shows BER-SNR performance
curves of the full WeSNet (WeSNet-HF-100%), DetNet
and WeSNet when removing entire layers. The figure
shows that removing 70 - 40 layers (R-WeSNet-HF-70L
and R-WeSNet-HF-40L) results in considerable loss of
accuracy as compared to the corresponding WeSNet-HF
models (WeSNet-HF-20% and WeSNet-HF-50%). Never-
theless, 20 - 30 layers (R-WeSNet-HF-20L and R-WeSNet-
HF-30L) can be removed while still achieving BER-SNR
performance slightly greater than the DetNet’s. It can be
noticed that a R-WeSNet-HF-10L (with 10 layers short-
fall) outperforms both WeSNet-HF-50% and DetNet.
E. BER Performance of L-WeSNet
In order to examine the performance of our approach
when the weight profile coefficients are made learnable (L-
WeSNet), Fig. 7b presents the performance of with 50%
learnable weight coefficients (L-WeSNet-HF-50%) over dif-
ferent number of layers. It can be seen that there is a
remarkable performance improvement as the size of the
network grows from 5 layers to 60 layers. For instance, at
7.2 × 10−2 BER, we observe margin of 2.8dB between 5
to 30 layers. On the other hand, accuracy remains fairly
consistent when going from 20 to 40 layers. Our study also
shows that L-WeSNet-50% produces the same accuracy as
DetNet trained with full 90 layers. This means that, for
the studied problem, an efficient deep MIMO detector can
be designed with 50% trainable weight coefficients and 50
layers.
Fig. 8 shows the average BER for both R-WeSNet and
L-WeSNet against the number of layers at 12dB, 14dB
and 15dB SNRs respectively. At 12dB SNR (Fig. 8a),
removing 10 - 30 layers during feed forward inference does
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not significantly change the performance as compared to at
14dB and 15dB. However, at 12dB and 15dB, we observe
a sharp decrease in performance from 70 - 20 layers. The
BER is about 10−4 at 15dB and less than 10−3 at 14dB
with 40 layers removed. We also discern that, at higher
SNR, model size can be reduced significantly by removing
up to 50 layers during the inference with slightly loss of
accuracy.
No rules or analysis exists to precisely determine the
size of a neural network (i.e., number of neurons, layers,
or layer parameters) for a specific task. Therefore, we
train WeSNet-HF with trainable weight coefficients over
the different number of layers to determine the conditions
under which we can obtain the minimum BER. The
average BER is evaluated at 12dB, 14dB and 15dB for
each layer configuration as shown in Fig. 8b. It can be
seen that the BER falls off quickly from 5-60 layers. The
BER at 14dB is approximately 3 × 10−5. This value is
reasonably constant from 20-30 layers and goes down as
more layers are added. It can also be seen that at 15dB,
L-WeSNet-50% produces nearly 10−5 BER with only 20
layers.
In Fig. 9, we compare the BER-SNR performance of
WeSNet and L-WeSNet both trained over the entire layers
with 20% and 50% of the profile weight coefficients (L-
WeSNet-20% and L-WeSNet-50%) against other bench-
mark models. Our study shows that WeSNet with train-
able weight profile functions outperforms the one with
non-trainable functions. This comes at the expense of
slightly increased training cost due to the additional num-
ber of training parameters. This additional training over-
head, however, does not increase the inference complexity
of the L-WeSNet over WeSNet’s, as the inference architec-
tures are the same, except of the difference in the values
of the trained weight scaling values. It can be seen that
L-WeSNet-20% at 10−3 BER outperforms both DetNet
and WeSNet-HF-20% by 0.19dB. Similarly, L-WeSNet-
50% yields better detection accuracy over WeSNet-HF-
50% and DetNet by 0.22dB and 0.69dB, respectively.
F. Complexity Evaluation of the Proposed Scheme
To associate layer sizes with complexity and number
of antennas in the MIMO configuration, Fig. 10a shows
the complexity evaluated as the number of FLOPs for
WeSNet-HF-100%, WeSNet-HF-50%, WeSNet-HF-20%,
DetNet, ZF, MMSE, SDR and ML detectors against the
number of transmit antennas. As expected, as the num-
ber of antennas increases, the complexity of ML grows
exponentially. On the other hand, WeSNet-HF-20% has
the lowest computational cost. As far as the model config-
uration is concerned, equal number of matrix-matrix and
matrix-vector floating point operations are performed by
both WeSNet-HF-100% and DetNet during the feed for-
ward inference. However, WeSNet-HF-50% and WeSNet-
HF-20% are computationally more efficient than DetNet.
For example, with 20% - 80% profile weights coefficients,
the training of WeSNet-HF is less complex than that of
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Fig. 10: Computational complexity comparison of the detectors
against transmit antenna size.
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Fig. 11: Complexity comparison of WeSNet, L-WeSNet and DetNedt
in terms of FLOPs count and model parameters as a function of
network layers.
DetNet under the same operating conditions. When a
regularized WeSNet-HF-100% is trained and layers are
removed deterministically at inference, Fig. 10b shows that
the complexity drops, with graceful degradation in perfor-
mance. Importantly, as expected from prior experiments,
the first 30 layers can be abrogated without any significant
compromise on the performance.
Fig. 11a depicts the complexity as function of network
layers. The computational requirement grows linearly as
more layers are added. It can be observed that the
WeSNet-HF-50% and WeSNet-HF-20% are less complex
than DetNet over the entire range of layers. Our study
shows that, at the inference, the complexity of L-WeSNet
is not affected by the presence of learnable weight pro-
file functions. Therefore, WeSNet-HF-50% and WeSNet-
HF-20% and their corresponding learnable versions (L-
WeSNet-50% and L-WeSNet-20%) have the same compu-
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Fig. 12: Total FLOPs and model parameters vs weight profile coeffi-
cients.
tational complexity at inference.
Fig. 11b shows the variation of the model size in terms
of number of learnable parameters as a function of network
layers. For a given layer dimension (number of neurons),
the size of the model is determined by the number of
layers and the number of trainable parameters. It can be
seen that WeSNet, in addition to having better detection
accuracy, it is substantially more memory efficient than
DetNet and requires less training time under the same
experimental conditions.
As more weights profile coefficients are added, the num-
ber of FLOPs increases. Fig. 12 shows how the compu-
tational cost and model parameters change with the pro-
file weight coefficients. As shown by earlier experiments,
WeSNet-HF achieves performance close to DetNet with
only 20% to 30% of the layer weights. Therefore, such
weight scaling leads to a significant decrease in the model
size by 79.82% and 68.73% respectively. Similarly, we
observe a reduction of 51.43% computational cost and
49.78% decrease in model size with 50% profile weight
coefficients.
VII. Conclusion
In this work, we present an efficient and scalable deep
neural network based MIMO detector, where complexity
can be adjusted at inference with graceful degradation
in the detection accuracy. We introduce a weight scal-
ing framework using monotonically non-increasing profile
functions to dynamically prioritize a fraction of the layer
weights during training. In order to allow for the neural
network architecture to self-adjust to the detection com-
plexity, we also allow for the profile functions themselves
to be trainable parameters in the proposed architecture.
From our simulation results, we find that the model
with trainable coefficients outperforms the one with non-
trainable coefficients, but at the cost of complexity. In
addition, our proposal shows that adding weight scaling
via monotonic profile functions maintains the detection
accuracy when dropping layer weights. This is achieved in
part by introducing an L1− based regularization function
on the layer weights and their profile function coefficients
so that the model size can be scaled down by nearly 40%
during the feed-forward inference with marginal impact in
the detection accuracy.
Appendix A
Feed-Forward Computational Cost of an MLP
Consider an input, X ∈ R(j,k) and weight W ∈ R(i,j),
the linear combination of X and W is given by
Zik = WijXj,k + bi (32)
Applying non linear activation to equation (32), gives:
aik = g(Zik) (33)
where g(·) is the nonlinear activation function. The matrix
multiplication has an asymptotic computational complex-
ityO(n3) and the activation function hasO(n) complexity.
A. Feed-Forward Inference
For N [L] number of neurons including bias unit in the r-
th layer, the total complexity can be calculated as a sum of
the total number of matrix multiplication and the applied









Complexity = Nmatxmul +Ng
= NL . N3
(36)
The complexity for r-th layers:
Nmatmul = O(n . n3)
= O(n4)
(37)
Similarly, the complexity Ng for the activation function
with L layers is:
Ng = NL . N
= O(n2)
(38)
Therefore, the total complexity of the forward propagation
is
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